Walks on Wheels - for wheelchair, mobility scooter and children’s buggy

Charlbury
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The walk

Start: Charlbury, Ticknell Piece Road car park.
SP 364/197 (OX7 3TP)
Refreshments: Pubs in Charlbury

Directions:
Go past the white barrier and follow the track to
a radar key gate. Once through the gate bear
right and go through a gap in the hedge just to
the left of a metal kissing gate. You are now in an
open meadow where you turn left. 1 With the
hedge on your left take the mown grass path to
the children’s playground. 2 Return to the car
park the way you came.
For a longer return on tarmac go to the far end of
the playground and turn left on a path that rises
through a wheelchair kissing gate 3 to reach
the pavement on the housing estate. Follow the
road ahead and to the left. In about 180 metres
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The short walk (only 385 metres there and back) is almost mainly
on mown grass and suitable for all wheels. An alternative route
(total 445 Metres) through the housing estate starts with a short
rise by the children’s playground.

Distance: 385 metres /419 yards or 445
metres/487 yards with ups and downs of 6
metres or 20 ft.

A4260

Charlbury is 15 miles (24km) north-west of Oxford. Take the B4022
through traffic road to drive starts with a short rise on between the
houses for approximately 200metres look out for the Bowls Club
on the right. Turn in and there is disabled parking on the left.

B4022

Very short family walk on mown grass leading
to a playground
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turn left again to reach the car park after about
50 metres.
Refreshments and toilets
Charlbury has pubs some with serving food.
There is also a small café and deli and a Coop
selling sandwiches.
There are accessible public toilets at the
Spendlove car park near the town centre. Turn
right out of Ticknell Piece onto the Slade and
continue to the crossroads with Enstone Road.
Turn left and the car park is in about 800m on
the right. The toilets are on the left in the Co-op
building.
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Some of the routes may be difficult
or impassable in bad weather and
after rain. Always wear appropriate
clothing and footwear and beware of
traffic. The Cotswold Conservation
Board cannot accept responsibility for
accidents or difficulties experienced
by users of these routes.

Please note:
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Very short family walk on mown grass leading
to a playground

